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TOUCH OBJECTS// JUSTIN OLDENHUIS 
With the rise of technology and mass produc-
tion, our world has become an increasingly visual 
place. We are slaves to our sense of sight. Though 
these objects cannot completely free us from that 
sight, they can begin to illuminate another of our 
senses, our sense of touch. If we instead view vision 
as a precursor, urging us to touch, each object serves 
to skew our perception of common object, surfaces, 
and materials. Each one creates a uniquely haptic 
experience. Through our interactions with these 
objects, we can focus more on texture, weight, tem-
perature, imperfection, desire, comfort, and com-
panionship. 
Each object calls into question the common idea 
of functionality or utility. While they may be con-
sidered useless, each indeed a unique function. 
In a sense, an invisible relationship is formed 
with each object. The stone comforts, the wood 
floor cast reminds us of home and gives us some-
thing to do while we wait, and the handforms leave 
us wanting more. 
Through these haptic e eriences, our invisible 
relationships, our ticks, , ur habits, and our faults, 
can be illuminated 
1. Handforms 
Concrete cast in heat-molded acrylic 
2. Cups 
Concrete cast in paper coffee cup 
5. Egg Carton 
Concrete cast in recycled paper egg carton 
4. Stones 
Black basalt from Washington, Plaster, Walnut 
5. Jean Pockets 
Denim lined with rabbit fur 
6. Wood Floor Cast 
Concrete cast on aluminum foil over an un-
even wood floor section 
7. Apple Tray 
Concrete cast on vacuum-molded styrene 
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